The impact of chronic blood–brain barrier breach on intracortical electrode function
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Abstract

Brain–computer interfaces (BCIs) have allowed control of prosthetic limbs in paralyzed patients. Unfortunately, the electrodes of the BCI that interface with the brain only function for a short period of time before the signal quality on these electrodes becomes substantially diminished. To truly realize the potential of BCIs, it is imperative to have electrodes that function chronically. In order to elucidate the physiological determinants of a chronically functional neural interface, we studied the role of the blood–brain barrier (BBB) in electrode function, because it is a key mediator of neuronal hemostasis. We monitored the status of the BBB and the consequences of BBB breach on electrode function using non-invasive imaging, electrophysiology, genomic, and histological analyses. Rats implanted with commercially available intracortical electrodes demonstrated an inverse correlation between electrode performance and BBB breach over a period of 16 weeks. Genomic analysis showed that chronically functional electrodes elicit an enhanced wound healing response. Conversely, in poorly functioning electrodes, chronic BBB breach led to local accumulation of neurotoxic factors and an influx of pro-inflammatory myeloid cells, which negatively affect neuronal health. These findings were further verified in a subset of electrodes with graded electrophysiological performance. In this study, we determine the mechanistic link between intracortical electrode function and failure. Our results indicate that BBB status is a critical physiological determinant of intracortical electrode function and can inform future electrode design and biochemical intervention strategies to enhance the functional longevity of BCIs.

© 2013 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The field of human brain–computer interface (BCI) research is rapidly progressing [1,2]. Intracortical interfaces hold the promise of enabling single/multi-unit recordings that are capable of controlling a range of neuroprosthetics including those designed for amputees or stroke patients [3–6]. However, long-term recording from intracortical electrodes remains a challenge, in part due to an adverse tissue response at the brain–electrode interface. This deleterious response results in decreased neuronal viability, and the formation of a glial capsule around the implant [7]. While the glial response has been well characterized, the mechanistic link between the physiological events at the brain–electrode interface and chronic electrode performance is missing. This is important because there exists a temporal disconnect as the scar stabilizes well before the onset of recording failure. In order to design electrodes that preserve recording function over the long-term, it is critical to uncover the mechanisms governing electrode compatibility, neuronal health, and recording success. As blood–brain barrier (BBB) disruption underlies many neurodegenerative neuropathologies [8], we investigated the contribution of BBB breach and consequent infiltration of neurotoxic factors and pro-inflammatory myeloid cells to neuronal health [9,10] and the failure of chronically implanted intracortical electrodes.

In this study, we hypothesized that chronic BBB breach is a key determinant of electrode failure. To test this hypothesis, we implanted adult rats with two widely used commercially available Michigan (planar) and microwire (microarray) intracortical electrode arrays [7] and correlated their performance to a quantitative analysis of BBB breach and subsequent infiltration of myeloid cells and neurotoxic factors. Using quantitative non-invasive imaging, immunohistological methods, and genomic approaches, we
assessed the chronic sequelae of an electrode-related cortical insult. Additionally, we also evaluated if electrode performance and BBB breach are graded and correlated by quantifying the wound healing response as characterized by the presence of proteins that are anti-inflammatory or contribute to maintaining the integrity of the BBB. Finally, we tested the hypothesis that BBB breach can explain variability in performance within electrodes of the same physical design (microwire). In this study we: a) quantitatively investigate the state of the BBB around intracortical electrode implants and its contribution in determining the performance of chronically implanted intracortical electrodes; and b) evaluate a preclinical imaging modality to non-invasively monitor the state of the BBB around intracortical electrodes.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Surgical procedures and electrode implantation

All animal procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees (IACUC) at Georgia Institute of Technology. A total of fifty-six (56) adult male Sprague-Dawley rats (10–12 weeks old, ~250 g) were implanted with electrodes and allowed to survive for 3 days or 16 weeks post-implantation (16WPI). Eight (8) animals were used for electrophysiological recordings (n = 4/electrode type); 28 animals were used for non-invasive BBB monitoring (n = 4/electrode type, 4 naive animals and 4 sham animals); and 20 animals were used for genomic and cytokine/histology (Table S1). Following primary antibody incubation, the sections were washed thrice with PBS and subsequently blocked with blocking buffer (PBS containing 4% goat serum and 0.5% Triton-X100) for 1 h. Sections were then stained for 1 h with 1:220 dilution of goat anti-rat IgG (160.53 for Albumin-Cy7) to assess BBB breach.

2.2. Brain tissue preparation and immunohistochemistry

3 days and 16 weeks post electrode implantation, animals were transcardially perfused with PBS, followed by 4% paraformaldehyde, followed by 30% sucrose in PBS (300 ml each) and brain tissue for immunohistochemical analysis (n = 6/electrode type) was sectioned as described previously [11]. For LCM, the electrodes were gently extracted after soaking overnight at 4 °C in 30% sucrose in PBS, and the brains were snap frozen and stored at −80 °C. Brain tissue was sectioned at a thickness of 15 μm using a cryostat, and serial sections were collected on poly-ethylene naphthalate (PEN) membrane slides (Life Technologies, NY) for LCM, and on charged glass slides (VWR, PA) for immunohistochemical analysis. The sections were subsequently incubated overnight with the appropriate primary antibody (Table S1). Following primary antibody incubation, the sections were washed thrice with PBS and subsequently blocked with blocking buffer (PBS containing 4% goat serum and 0.5% Triton-X100) for 1 h. Sections were then incubated for 1 h with blocking buffer containing 1:220 dilutions of appropriate secondary antibodies (Table S1). Following secondary antibody incubation, sections were washed several times with PBS, stained for 15 min with 4,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole (DAPI) nuclear stain (Life Technologies, NY), and covered slipped after three washes with PBS using Fluormount-G (Southern Biotech, AL). Sections were stored at −20 °C until imaged. For immunohistochemical analyses, AT-8 and PHF-1, sections were stained using a diamobenzidine (DAB) histochemistry kit (Molecular Probes, OR) according to protocols provided by the manufacturer. Tissue sections were imaged on a Zeiss Axiosvert 200M (Carl Zeiss, NY) using equal exposure times for fluorescent markers across 3 Day and 16 week tissue sections. The exposure times were set below saturation of the digital camera.

2.3. Quantification of immunofluorescence

Five sections (per animal) spanning the depth of the electrode were imaged for quantification to investigate the response at different depths in the cortical column. Fluorescent intensity as a function of distance from the electrode–tissue interface was calculated for IgG and Albumin stained sections using MATLAB (with Image Processing Toolbox, Mathworks, MA), as previously described [9,12].

2.4. Laser capture microdissection

PEN membrane slides containing brain tissue sections for LCM were placed on a cold block and fixed for 2 min in ice-cold 75% ethanol, followed by three rinses of PBS prepared with ice-cold nuclease free water (Qiagen, CA). Sections were then stained for 1 h with 1:220 dilution of goat anti-rat IgG – 500 U RNase inhibitor (Life Technologies, NY). The sections were rinsed thrice with nuclease free PBS and subsequently serially dehydrated with 75%, 95% and 100% ethanol for 15 s each. Sections were allowed to air dry for 5 min on the ice block before proceeding directly to LCM. PEN membrane slides containing IgG stained 3 day and 16 week tissue sections were laser capture micro-dissected using an Arcturus XT Laser Capture Microdissection System (Life Technologies, NY), as described previously [11].

2.5. qRT-PCR array analysis

Tissue sections from multiple 3 day, 16 week and naïve (n = 4/group) animals, and from MWA3 and MWA5 were laser capture microdissected. To probe the abundance of transcripts encoding various myeloid cells activating, BBB regulating cytokines and matrix metalloproteinases (Table 1), RNA extraction, quantification, and gene expression assays were run according to methods previously described [11]. Expression data was normalized against the average expression of two endogenous housekeeping genes—GAPDH and HPRT. The ratio of treatment to control sample normalized target mRNA expression was analyzed by Student’s t-test.

2.6. Synthesis of fluorochrome (Albumin-Cy7) to assess BBB breach

Amine reactive Cy7, near-infrared (NIR) fluorescent dye (Cy7-NHS ester, Lumiprobe Corp.,FL, excitation/emission 745/780 nm) was conjugated to bovine serum albumin (BSA, Sigma A9418) according to manufacturer’s protocols, and yielded ~ 4 Cy7 molecules per albumin. The protein concentrations of Albumin-Cy7 were determined with a Bradford’s assay [13] by measuring the absorption at 595 nm with a UV-Vis system using standard solutions of known concentrations of BSA. The fluorochrome concentration was determined using standard curves for Cy7 and measuring the fluorescence of Albumin-Cy7 at 745 nm with a multispectral plate reader (Biotek, VT).

2.7. In vivo fluorescence molecular tomography (FMT) to assess BBB breach

Immediately prior to in vivo imaging, a bolus intravenous (i.v.) injection of Albumin-Cy7 (15 nmol in PBS, 1 ml total volume) was administered via the tail vein. For in vivo imaging, rats were anesthetized by gas anesthesia (iso-flurane/oxygen mixture), placed in a FMT4000 system (Perkin Elmer, MA) imaging chamber one at a time and imaged. Additionally, each animal’s head was shaved and a depletory cream applied to ensure good coupling between the laser and tissue. The FMT works in transillumination mode and a laser (750 nm) scans the surface of the animal in a user defined grid. The system automatically adjusts exposure time and laser power to avoid saturation and reduce noise. The fluorescence is detected by a charge-coupled device detector on the opposite side. Total scan times are around 5 min. Three-dimensional

| Table 1 Transcript levels of neurotoxic and myeloid cell regulating cytokines in best (MWA5) and worst (MWA3) performing non-invasive implanted animals. Data are represented as mean ± 1 SD (n = 3 measurements/gene transcript). |
| --- | --- | --- |
| Gene | MWA3 | MWA5 |
| Myeloid cell regulating cytokines | | |
| IL12 | 16.52 ± 0.13 | -- |
| TNFα | 160.53 ± 12.79 | 143.14 ± 4.61 |
| IL17α | 34.23 ± 5.4 | 6.5 ± 0.32 |
| IFNγ | -- | -- |
| Neurotoxic Cytokines | | |
| IL1 | 60.95 ± 0.04 | 42.34 ± 0.84 |
| TNFα | 7.05 ± 0.12 | 5.79 ± 1.14 |
| IL-6 | 16.08 ± 4.1 | -- |
| IL1Ra | 15.3 ± 1.18 | 34.49 ± 3 |
ROIs were drawn around implant and stab regions and the total amount of fluorochrome were calculated using the FMT software (TrueQuant 3). Data were normalized to sham injured animals, to account for any changes due to surgical procedures.

2.8. Electrophysiological recordings

Single-unit extracellular recordings were collected using a 32-channel data-acquisition system (Plexon Inc., TX). Neuronal signals were amplified, band-pass filtered (500–5000 Hz), and digitized at 40 kHz/channel. Recordings were analyzed using the OfflineSorter software suite (Plexon Inc., TX) to assign the recorded spike waveforms to single-units on the basis of standard template matching techniques and physiologically plausible refractory periods. All cortical cells were located at stereotaxic depths of 500–900 µm, presumably within cortical layer IV of the rat barrel cortex. Cortical cells were classified as spiking units based on the width of action potential waveform. A recorded neuron was classified as a spiking unit when the initial trough was >200 µs and the total duration of the waveform was >1200 µs, and the spontaneous firing rate <1 Hz. Following this classification, only spiking units were recorded in the subsequent whisker stimulations. The signal to noise ratio (SNR) was computed using a custom Matlab script according to the following equation:

$$\text{SNR} = \left( \frac{\text{Amplitude of max[peak, trough]} \times \text{of spike waveform}}{3 \times \text{Standard Deviation of Noise}} \right)^2$$

An SNR of 1.25 was set as the threshold and any value at or below 1.25 was considered noise.

2.9. Statistical analysis

All statistical inferences for FMT data and immunofluorescence quantification were made between differing time points using a Student’s t-test. Student’s t-tests were performed after ascertaining equal or unequal variances using an F-test. For all tests, $p < 0.05$ was considered significant. For the gene expression data, a greater than three-fold ($>3$) change was considered significant [11].

3. Results

3.1. Degree of BBB breach across electrode types

In order to non-invasively assess the state of the BBB around intracortical electrode implants, animals were administered equal intravenous doses (15 nmoles) of Albumin-Cy7 and accumulation of the fluorophore around electrode implant sites in the barrel cortex was quantified using fluorescence molecular tomography (FMT). Albumin extravasation is a well-established indicator of compromised BBB in a variety of pathophysiological conditions.

![Image](image.png)

**Fig. 1.** Non-invasive assessment of BBB breach. From left to right, the left panel is sham animals, the middle panel is Michigan electrode implanted animals, and the right panel is representative of microwire electrode implanted animals. (a) Accumulation of albumin-Cy7 around implant sites at 3DPI which is quantified in (c), (b) Accumulation of albumin-Cy7 around implant sites at 16WPI which is quantified in (d). In Fig. 2c and d, data are normalized to sham animals. Values are represented as mean ± s.e.m ($n = 4$/group).
In order to account for variations arising due to surgical procedures, data were normalized to age-matched sham animals that received a craniotomy and durotomy, but no electrode implant. Results from the FMT imaging at three days post-implantation (3DPI - Fig. 1a,c), indicated no significant differences between the Michigan and microwire electrode implanted animals, possibly due to edema at acute stages of injury [18]. However, at 16WPI (Fig. 1b,d, Fig. S1, Movie S1), significant differences were observed between implant groups. The Michigan electrodes exhibited a significantly higher breach in comparison to the microwire electrodes ($p < 0.01$). FMT imaging based BBB quantification was validated by immunohistochemical staining of tissue sections with antibodies against the rat serum proteins albumin and IgG. The fluorescence intensity, as a function of distance from shank sites, was quantified and integrated [9,12]. Immunoreactivity for the rat serum proteins, albumin (Fig. 2a,b) and IgG (Fig. 2c) was seen in parenchyma at or around the injured sites of all electrode-implanted animals. Immunofluorescence quantification confirmed FMT results and significant differences for both albumin (Fig. 2d,e) and IgG (Fig. 2f) extravasation were observed, wherein Michigan electrodes exhibited a significantly higher breach in comparison to microwire electrodes ($p < 0.01$) at 16WPI.

Supplementary data related to this article can be found online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.biomaterials.2013.03.007.

### 3.2. Influence of BBB breach on electrode failure

In order to elucidate the effects of BBB breach on intracortical electrode function, we implanted adult rats with two widely used intracortical electrode arrays in the rat barrel cortex. Evoked potentials obtained upon whisker stimulation [19] were recorded once a week for a period of 16WPI. The evoked recordings were filtered and sorted for action potential spikes (Fig. 3a) and signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) were calculated. Results from the electrophysiological evoked recordings showed that the Michigan electrodes, which also exhibited a significantly higher BBB breach, failed to record within a period of 10 days (Fig. 3b) when compared to microwire electrodes, which provided stable recordings for a period of up to 84 days (Fig. 3b). The microwire electrodes also induced a significantly lower breach of the BBB. It is relevant to note that the commercially available microwire electrodes used in this study have a ~200% larger physical imprint in terms of volume of brain tissue displaced in vivo compared to the Michigan electrodes.

### 3.3. Wound healing response across electrode types

In order to determine if the electrodes exhibited differential wound healing and BBB stabilization responses, we determined, using quantitative real time polymerase chain reaction (qRT-PCR)
analysis, the regulation of matrix metalloproteinase (MMP)-2 (known to promote wound healing) [20], MMP-9 (known to exacerbate BBB permeability and inflammation) [21,22], and proteins that stabilize the BBB: tight junction proteins (tjp-1 also known as ZO-1), agrin, and claudin [8] (Fig. 4). Fold-changes in gene expression were calculated with respect to control (uninjured, naive) animals. A three-fold or higher change in gene expression was considered significant [11]. An analysis of MMP-9 expression showed a significant difference between electrodes at 3DPI (Fig. 4a, *5 fold, Michigan electrodes *18 fold, \( p < 0.05 \)) but at 16WPI (Fig. 4b), microwire electrodes (*19 fold) showed a significantly higher (*p < 0.05) expression of MMP-9 in comparison with Michigan electrodes (*~10 fold). Analysis of the wound healing marker MMP-2 showed that microwire electrodes had a significantly enhanced wound healing response acutely (3DPI, Fig. 4a, *17 fold, \( p < 0.05 \)) and chronically (16WPI, Fig. 4c, *77 fold, \( p < 0.05 \)), when compared with Michigan electrodes. Since MMP-2 is associated with wound healing and angiogenesis [20,23], we quantified the collagen IV positive blood vessels [21] around electrode implant sites and found that microwire electrodes had a significantly (*p < 0.05) higher blood vessel density in comparison with Michigan electrodes (~10 fold). Overall, these data, using multiple indicators of BBB stability, corroborate the FMT imaging data demonstrating that microwire electrodes elicit a strong and significant wound healing response leading to relatively better BBB repair, whereas the Michigan electrodes elicit a disrupted BBB state.

3.4. Immunohistochemistry to detect infiltration of myeloid cells and chronic neurodegeneration around electrode sites

In order to understand the consequences of a breached BBB and its effects on chronic electrode function, we used immunohistochemistry to probe brain tissue sections for presence of CD14+ monocytes, CD4+ T-cells (MHC-II), CD8a+ T-cells (MHC-I), mast cells, CD32+ and CD86+ macrophages, and ninjurin, which is a protein expressed on monocytes and mediates the transmigration of peripheral blood cells into the central nervous system (CNS) [24]. We observed that at 3DPI, CD68+ microglia and GFAP+ astrocytes were the major cell types present at the electrode–cortex interface (Fig. 5). However, at 16WPI, the GFAP+ and CD68+ glial reaction was reduced in comparison with 3DPI, and was localized to the implant sites (Fig. 5). At 16WPI, implants had persistent presence of infiltrating myeloid cells as indicated by the positive staining for CD4+ and CD8a+ T-cells, CD14+ monocytes, mast cells and ninjurin (Fig. 6). Animals implanted with Michigan intracortical electrodes...
showed an increased presence of memory CD4$^+$ and CD8$^+$ effector T-cells, CD14$^+$ monocytes, ninjurin expressing monocytes, and mast cells when compared to microwire electrodes (Fig. 6). These data suggest that myeloid cells invade the implant site, are present chronically, and mediate inflammation. At 16WPI, brain tissue from animals implanted with Michigan and microwire electrodes also showed the presence of CD32$^+$ and CD86$^+$ cells (Fig. S3) indicating the presence of pro-inflammatory macrophages around these intracortical electrode implants [25,26]. Overall, the presence of pro-inflammatory macrophages and myeloid cells was heightened in intracortical electrode implanted animals when compared to naïve controls. Since BBB breach is implicated in neurodegeneration [27] and a loss of recording may result from inflammation induced neuronal dysfunction in the vicinity of the electrodes, we used antibodies against paired helical filaments (PHF) and AT-8 [12] to investigate neurodegeneration in the vicinity of the electrodes. Tissue from both electrode implant groups showed positive immunoreactivity for PHF and AT-8 (Fig. S4) confirming active neurodegeneration around electrode implant sites.

3.5. Intraelectrode performance variability and BBB breach

As Michigan and microwire have different physical features, we wanted to explore if performance differences between electrodes of the same physical design could also be correlated to BBB state differences. In order to do this, we chose two animals from the microwire implantation group: microwire animal number 3 (MWA3) that displayed relatively poor SNRs over time and microwire animal number 5 (MWA5) that displayed higher and steady SNRs over time (Fig. 7a,b). High immunoreactivity for rat serum IgG was found in areas circumscribing the electrode shanks in MWA3 (Fig. 7c). Upon staining for neurons (NeuN), very few neurons were found around shank sites in MWA3 in contrast with MWA5 (Fig. 7d). To assess if there was a difference in the expression of genes encoding for cytokines (neurotoxic [interleukin (IL) - 1β, IL6, IL1Ra, and TNFα], or myeloid cell regulators [IL12β, IL17a, and TNFαF13b]), we performed qRT-PCR assays on tissue collected from IgG positive areas from both animals (Fig. S5). The transcripts for IL1β and IL6, and TNFα (pro-inflammatory cytokines known to exacerbate BBB permeability and neurotoxicity [8,28–32]) were significantly higher for MWA3 (Table 1) when compared with MWA5. Conversely, the IL-1 receptor agonist (IL1Ra, antagonizes IL-1β signaling and promotes neuroprotection [11,33,34]) was higher for MWA5. Interleukin 12B (IL12B), TNF super-family 13B (TNFαF13B), and IL17a had significantly higher transcript levels for MWA3 (Table 1). These cytokines are highly expressed in severe chronic neuroinflammatory diseases such as multiple sclerosis, and are potent B and T-cell activators [11,35–37]. Overall, these data establish that in a subset of animals where the same electrode type was implanted and yet showed a differential intraelectrode functional response, differential BBB breach and cytokine transcript level regulation correlate well to electrophysiological performance. Specifically, the electrodes that showed a stable functional response had a less permeable BBB and lower transcript levels of cytokines that exacerbate BBB permeability and neuroinflammation.

4. Discussion

The success of a chronically functional, reliable BCI relies on the ability to implant and integrate with brain tissue. While significant research has gone into engineering synthetic materials and devices, tissue integration is still difficult for a number of reasons such as material incompatibility, adverse foreign body responses, implant associated trauma, and biofouling at the device-bone tissue interface. The field of BCI is nascent, and the long-term success of any of these clinical interventions is completely reliant on reliable interfacing and mitigating deleterious tissue responses. Surprisingly, for BCIs, there has been little or no research to uncover the mechanistic link between the physiological response and intracortical electrode failure. To address this, we investigated the acute and chronic consequences of BBB disruption and its effects on intracortical recording electrode function. We demonstrate that electrodes that fail chronically have a highly permeable BBB leading to an increased presence of active inflammatory cells and
neurotoxic factors, whereas electrodes that perform better have significantly better healing of the wound and a lower BBB breach. Our data suggest that intracortical electrodes induce a chronic breach of the BBB which, in a positive feedback loop, leads to chronic inflammation, culminating in neurodegeneration and electrode failure (Fig. 8).

The metallic components associated with commercially available intracortical electrode implants are incompatible with conventional non-invasive imaging techniques such as computed tomography (CT) and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) (Fig. 56 a–c). Fluorescence molecular tomography (FMT) is a powerful preclinical tool that allows quantitative 3-D deep tissue fluorescence imaging [38] owing to the use of fluorophores that have excitation/emission profiles in the near-infrared (NIR) wavelength. The FMT technique has been successfully used previously to image other brain pathologies [39,40]. In this study, we adapted the FMT-NIR imaging technique to non-invasively image the state of the BBB using an albumin-Cy7 conjugate [17]. Using non-invasive FMT imaging, we were able to quantitatively differentiate between the extent of BBB breach in animals implanted with Michigan and microwire electrodes at chronic time points, wherein Michigan electrodes showed a significantly higher breach in comparison with microwire electrodes. Others have reported a permeable BBB at chronic time points, based on measurements from ex vivo tissue [10,25,41–43]. Recently, Liu et al. have demonstrated increased BBB permeability and structural changes to vasculature detectable for up to at least 330 days post a deep brain stimulation electrode implant in humans [10]. An open BBB leads to the influx of various neurotoxic serum proteins [21,44], pro-inflammatory cells, and modulates expression of cytokines that can lead to neurodegeneration and cell death [8,10,25,27,28,45–47]. Indeed, in neurodegenerative disorders such as multiple-sclerosis and Alzheimer’s disease, a highly permeable BBB contributes actively to the disease pathology and active neurodegeneration [27]. Therefore, BBB permeability is a critical factor that can predict electrode performance, and the non-invasive monitoring of the BBB can help facilitate chronic electrode function via means that can modulate BBB permeability.

Wound healing has been reported to take place after penetrating injuries to the CNS. However, little is known about the sequence of wound healing events around intracortical brain-electrode implants. Persistent micromotion of implanted

**Fig. 6.** Immunohistological assessment of myeloid cell infiltration. This representative figure shows the presence of ninjurin expressing monocytes, mast cells, CD68+ microglia, CD14+ monocytes, and CD8a+ and CD4+ T-cells around Michigan and microwire implants at the end of 16WPI. Scale bars are 50 μm.
intracortical electrodes could trigger a rather complex cascade of events [11,48] when compared to a single traumatic brain injury. In our studies, the elevated MMP-9 levels in tissue surrounding both electrodes may partly explain an open BBB at chronic times [21–23,27]. However, animals implanted with microwire electrodes exhibited a differential and significant wound healing response acutely and chronically, as indicated by the significant upregulation of tjp-1 and MMP-2 transcripts. MMP-2 has been

Fig. 7. Intraelectrode comparison of electrophysiological performance in microwire electrodes. (a) SNRs of MWA3 (open diamonds) and MWA5 (open circles) electrodes over a period of 16 weeks. Values are represented as mean ± s.e.m. (b) Heatmap representation of the SNRs of all 16 channels (abscissa) over each recording session (ordinate). Note that both heatmaps are on the same scale. The scale has been terminated at a value of 10 to clearly represent individual channel SNRs. (c) Representative fluorescent micrograph of live neurons (NeuN immunoreactivity) around MWA3 and MWA5 electrodes. (d) Representative micrograph of rat serum IgG immunoreactivity around MWA3 and MWA5 electrodes. Scale bars are 100 μm for (c) and 200 μm for (d).
reported to facilitate wound healing and promote neuronal regeneration after spinal cord injury [20,23]. Additionally, MMP-2 can attenuate inflammation by cleaving chemokines such as monocyte chemoattractant protein (MCP)-3 to terminate the chemotaxis of inflammatory cells, proteolytically degrade axon growth inhibitory chondroitin sulfate proteoglycans, and augment wound repair by angiogenesis [11,20]. Therefore, the upregulation of MMP-2 in microwire electrodes, in corroboration with BBB stabilizing proteins, possibly indicates enhanced stability and reduced micromotion when compared to Michigan electrodes, ultimately resulting in better chronic electrode function.

Myeloid cells are critical effectors and regulators of inflammation. The presence of these cells leads to the upregulation of various pro-inflammatory cytokines that modulate BBB permeability and lead to a sustained inflammatory response [49,50]. Histological analysis of tissue surrounding implanted electrodes indicates a more localized glial reaction around chronic electrode implants when compared to acute time points. These results point to a constantly evolving immune response to intracortical electrode implants, beginning with robust and widespread reactive gliosis acutely, which eventually diminishes and is accompanied by the heightened presence of various myeloid cells chronically. Therefore, myeloid cells present around intracortical electrode implants likely interact with reactive glia leading to a sustained inflammatory response and loss of chronic electrode function. Pro-inflammatory CD32\(^+\) and CD86\(^+\) B-cells and macrophages are known activators of T-cell proliferation [32]. Intracortical electrode implants also induce the proliferation of memory CD4\(^+\) and CD8\(^+\) T-cells which are responsible for antigen recognition and induction of a sustained pro-inflammatory response [51]. Following extravasation into the CNS parenchyma, T-cells also interact with intrinsic CNS glial cells, and activate them. The activated glia in turn can express molecules that are associated with an ability to stimulate T-cells with antigens [52,53]. Upon activation, microglia and astrocytes can produce numerous protein mediators, including cytokines (both pro-inflammatory and anti-inflammatory), growth factors, chemokines and neurotrophins [52,53]. Mast cells can also produce an array of mediators, such as pro-inflammatory cytokines (interleukin 1\(\beta\) (IL1\(\beta\)) and TNF-\(\alpha\)), and growth factors. Activated mast cells also release chemoattractants that recruit eosinophils and monocytes, and also cause demyelination [54]. The lack of expression of neurotoxic cytokines and other pro-inflammatory cytokines such as IL1\(\beta\), IL6, and TNF-\(\alpha\) by stressed astrocytes and microglia reported previously [11], also indicates that these factors are likely produced by infiltrating myeloid cells. The chronic presence of these cells around electrode implant sites therefore highlights the importance of ascertaining the role of these myeloid cells alongside the contribution of reactive astrocytes and microglia in neuro-inflammation and neurotoxicity.

Various parameters such as the difference in electrode material type, electrode stiffness, and electrode design may have influenced the functional outcome of the particular electrode [7,42,55].
However, our results suggest that these parameters converge on affecting a critical biological factor, BBB permeability, which in turn determines electrode performance. Traditionally, microwire array electrodes (microwire in this study) outperform silicon-based electrodes (Michigan in this study) which are unreliable for chronic recording applications [7,56]. Further, due to the differences in material properties and design, the electrodes may induce differential micromotion induced strains, that can be deleterious [48]. Karumbaiah et al. [11] have recently shown that primary CNS glia subjected to cyclic bi-axial strain upregulate a host of pro-inflammatory cytokines and MMPs that could have negative consequences for neuronal health. Indeed, embryonic day-18 (E18) primary neurons stretched in the presence of IL36Ra, an IL receptor antagonist found to be highly upregulated by strained astrocytes and microglia, showed a higher expression of apoptosis inducing factors when compared to E18 neurons stretched in the absence of IL36Ra. Previous studies have also shown that immune reactive cells recovered from around intracortical electrode implants secreted MCP-1 and TNFα [57], further suggesting that a sustained foreign body response around chronically implanted intracortical electrodes and presence of apoptosis inducing factors in the local milieu may lead to neuronal cell death. The direct correlation of BBB permeability with electrode performance was further corroborated when differential intra-electrode performance was correlated to differential BBB breach when the electrode features were invariant. When two microwire implanted animals with differential recording performance were examined for BBB breach, the animal with the poorly performing electrode showed superior functional ability over chronic time periods, had a significantly enhanced wound healing response. Therefore our data demonstrate that a chronically open BBB strongly correlates with electrode recording function and is a critical biological factor that could be monitored non-invasively. This finding informs future intracortical electrode designs which should ideally incorporate strategies to minimize BBB breach mediated neurotoxicity to enhance the duration of intracortical electrode performance.
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